Abstract. Semi-supervised text clustering, as a research branch of the text clustering, aims at employing limited priori knowledge to aid unsupervised text clustering process, and helping users get improved clustering results. Because labeled data are difficult, expensive and time-consuming to obtain, it is important to use the supervised information effectively to improve the performance of clustering significantly. This paper proposes a semi-supervised LDA text clustering algorithm based on the weights of word distribution (WWDLDA). By introducing the coefficients of word distribution obtained from labeled data, LDA model can be used in the field of semi-supervised clustering. In the process of clustering, coefficients always adjust the word distribution to change the clustering results. Our experimental results on real data sets show that the proposed semi-supervised text clustering algorithm can get better clustering results than constrained mixmnl, where mixmnl stands for multinomial model-based EM algorithm.
Introduction
Text clustering, as an important method of knowledge discovery, is a procedure and an unsupervised method of automatic text classification. By analyzing the relationship between documents, text clustering makes the same theme articles classified as a class. Without the training process and prior category label, text clustering is provided with higher ability of automatic processing and flexibility, which is widely used in data mining, information retrieval and theme testing. Research on text clustering is demonstrated in [1] [2] [3] . Traditional document clustering algorithm is an unsupervised learning method that processes unlabeled documents. In practical applications, however, people can get limited priori knowledge of the data, including class labels and documentation division of constraints conditions (such as pairwise constraints) [4] . Semi-supervised text clustering is a text clustering research branch. It utilizes priori labeled data to guide unsupervised text clustering process on the basis of the traditional text clustering method, and gets better clustering results. Semi-supervised text clustering has recently become a topic of significant interest.
The complexity of document corpora has led to considerable interest in applying hierarchical statistical models based on what are called topic. Topic model could reduce data dimension by changing the document representation from by words to by topic, and achieve new document representation. Among topic models, Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5] is one of the simplest, most popular models and arguably most important probabilistic models in widespread use today. While cluster documents according to topic, the obtained distribution of topic helps us get clustering results. Therefore LDA can be applied on text clustering.
LDA is a unsupervised learning algorithm. This paper puts forward a new semi-supervised text clustering algorithm, which embed weights of words distribution to LDA. The coefficient guides the clustering process by updating the word item distribution, and then enhances the clustering performance. The semi-supervised LDA text clustering algorithm based on the weights of word distribution (WWDLDA) is experimented on real data sets. The experimental results show that WWDLDA has a better performance than the constrained mixmnl algorithm [6] .
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) presented by Blei is a topic model and a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. A document consisting of a large number of words might be concisely modeled as deriving from a smaller number of topics. A topic is a probability distribution over words. The basic idea of LDA is that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. Figure 1 , LDA assumes the following generative process for a document: first, choose a variableθ ,whereθ is the random variable parameter of a multinomial over topics and θ follows Dirichlet distribution; secondly choose a topic n z and then choose a word n w from a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic n z ; last repeated choosing topic and word N times. The probability of a corpus is obtained.
Because the posterior distribution of the hidden variables θ is intractable to compute, variational inference could be considered and the free variational parameters γ and ϕ be added. Due to variational EM, the following pair of update equations is obtained:
Compute the Weights of Word Distribution
Given a set of labeled texts D , where
represent the word distribution in cluster j and can be estimated by counting the number of documents in each cluster and the number of times m w occurs in all documents in the cluster j [7] .
Where | | V is the size of the word vocabulary; im n represents the number of times m w occurring in i d . Basis on the word distribution over cluster, the weights of word distribution can be computed and normalized as following. 
Semi-supervised LDA Text Clustering Algorithm with Word Distribution Weights
According to the above theory formula, let's take the part of determined and the other institutions into the condition, and let the rest of the adjustable parameters for quantitative analysis of the design. It can be found to pick the ball with the organization of the contact point has a best value. The point of the height and pick the ball institutions can achieve maximum distance, and the position of the ball fulcrum makes the lift distance and the lift height maximization produce different places, so we can't thought set lift ball point to satisfy the high altitude and the maximize Output: the data objects given by the cluster identity vector,
Steps:
1. Initialization: randomly initialize the model parameters α and β , and set all document in D be unlabeled . the farthest distance at the same time. Electromagnet for height and the distance of the influence is linear, so we should as far as possible to improve the average output power electromagnets. According to the front of the quantitative analysis, set to pick the ball distance as far as the objective function is as follows:
Compute the weight of word distribution over classes in
The semi-supervised text clustering algorithm based on LDA is improved from the perspective of vocabulary. In the new algorithm, the value of parameters should be computed during the iteration. After adding the weights coefficient, according to the variable inference in LDA, the update equation of the multinomial parameter ϕ is given by The difference between WWDLDA and LDA is that the update equation of parameter ϕ changed from (3) to (6) . Guiding the clustering process makes the probability of word in unlabeled texts same as in labeled texts, which is the goal of adding the weights coefficient. In other words if the probability of m w in cluster j is the biggest, the weights guarantee the probability of m w occurred in unlabeled data in cluster j also is the biggest.
Experiment

A. Datasets
We used the 20-Newsgroups data and several datasets from the CLUTO toolkit. These datasets provide a good representation of different characteristics. A summary of all the datasets used in this paper is shown in Table 1 . The 20-Newsgroups dataset contain 20 different newsgroups, 1000 messages form each. The NG20 dataset is constituted by randomly choosing 100 messages form all categories. Additionally we respectively choose 3 classes to make up 2 datasets: News-sim300 and News-diff300. News-sim300 includes 3 similar classes that more overlap within such as comp.graphics, comp.os.ms-windows, and comp.windows.x. The number of documents in datasets is 300. There are 3 different classes in News-diff300 dataset. The boundary of each class is clear. News-diff300 dataset has 300 documents. The classic dataset is obtained by combing the CACM, CISI, CRANFIELD, and MEDLIN abstracts that are used in the past to evaluate various information retrieval systems. The K1B dataset is from the WebACE project.
B. Evaluation Criteria
Normalized mutual information that refers to NMI [8] can be used as clustering evaluation criteria. NMI is an external measure, mainly used to evaluate the effect of clustering on a data set and the degree of similarity of the real division of the data set. The NMI value is between 0 and 1, the higher the NMI value is, the more perfectly the clustering results match.
C. Experimental Results and Analysis
We construct a series of training datasets by randomly sampling 5%, 10%, … , and 60% of all documents as the labeled set and the rest as the unlabeled set. For each algorithm and each percentage setting, we repeat the random sampling process ten times and report the average and standard deviation of NMI values for clustering results.
WWDLDA guides the clustering process by constraining the term distribution, which is similar to the idea of constrained mixmnl algorithm. Therefore, to verify the algorithm, WWDLDA is compared to constrained mixmnl. From comparison results shown in Figure. Table 1 .
Conclusion
Semi-supervised clustering exploits labeled data to enhance clustering results on unlabeled data. There are many methods and algorithms to exploit labeled data. This paper will choose to analysis the word distribution, applying it in the LDA clustering process. The reason choosing LDA is that documents can be associated with multiple topics under this model. We embed LDA with the weights coefficient to form WWDLDA. After adding the weights coefficient, the word distribution in every iteration is adjusted to decrease the change of the probability of word over each cluster in labeled and unlabeled documents. The adjustment could get good clustering results.
Semi-supervised clustering can be used to discover new classes in unlabeled data in addition to assigning appropriate unlabeled data instances to existing categories. In this paper, our labeled data are sampled from all document classes. Next we will consider the situation that some classes are not available in labeled documents.
